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CHARLES S. ROBERTSON, JR.

Earlier this year, at the two hundredth
anniversary celebration, some of you asked me about
my v oyage on the starship "Beagle ". I promised then
that I wou-Ld put my observations into a paper for
th e Club, and here it is. I must add the required
disclaimer that al l conclusions are my ownand not
necessarily thos e of the United Nations Space Service .
The "beagle" was assigned a special taRk.
We were to make Ul:le of the unique l'eatures of the
Ram space drive and head straight for the heart of
the galaxy. This would bypass the local star group
now being systematically explored by the other United
Nation s tarships.
To put our mission inperspective, I had
be tter review some of the findings made in the
las t thirty years by the Space Service.
When our physicists on the various space
s t at ions discovered the more general laws of gravity
(of which Einstein's and Newton's laws are simply
a pproximations) the stage was set for Ram to set
down the principles upon which the space drive beari n g his name was devel oped. This drive opened the
whole of space to exploration. Within a few ye ars
the first trip to Alpha Centauri was made, and a
new era of space travel began. We were very cautious
a t first. The 'fact that interstellar travel was
really possible made the lack of any previous contac t with other race s of intelligent beings quite
puzzling. Three hypotheses were offered.
First, some people thought that earth was
truly unique, that we humans were indeed the lords
of creation, and that it was our divine task to
p opulate and rule the universe .
A second group thought that although pe rhaps
no t unique th e development of' a ~iv:il.ization capable
of star travel must be so rare that th e ohances of
be ing found by another race was so small as to be

almos t impossible.

The third group accepted the idea that we
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are not unique, but felt that any race discofer " :
star travel would have alr eady acquired the so c:-sense to leave us alone until we were mature eL:
to withstand the cultural shock of being disc o7 =-mr_,
I confess that I had leaned towards t~=
last view . After all , it has only been within last sixty years that our own planet has reall ~
solved our most pressing political problem . UL
the concept of national sovereignty was final l~
understood. to be absurd in a world where one c
travel to any point in a matter of hours, therE
was always the chance of a general war. This ~ 
of time, from the discovery of nuclear energy ~:
the establishment of a world government based
l aw, was so short, cosmically speaking, that ~
other race would have be en well advis ed to st a:away until the situation resolved itself one wanT' the other .
In any event , the discovery of eight i r:.habitable planets within fifty li ght - years of O~_ _.14
was a pleasant surprise to us. Even though the
social scientists put t wo out of bounds becaus e the possibility that thinking beings might be doping there, that still left six for colonizat ~
The colonies there are all doing well, as you _:
last year from Joe Black in his excellent paper
his visit to his son on Proxima .
With the existance of other earth-like
plane ts shown to be not only possible but even
on a cosmic scale, the mystery of the lack of ~
sign of other intelligent races became even
baffling .
Finally the United Nations acted . Wh":=
the exploration and colonization of the local s- group continued, a seriesof long-range expedit "~
would be sent out concurrently . The "Beagle " v;:::~
to be the first of these.
Basically , the Ram drive travels in j ~
through hyperspace , the so-called fif t h dimensi
In principle, a trip to any distance takes only =
instant . However, due to instrumentation errors.
and to the presence of interstellar matter, tr a\~_
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is a lot slower. Each jump is preceded by a careful
plotting of the exact p~esent location ,and ~ha t of
the desired spot to be Jumped to. No Jump 1S taken
so far that the apparent star locations become too
changed. Actually, as the trips to the local colonies
have shown, with experience on a fixed route one
can take just one jump . I understand that trips to
Proxima are now made in only one jump so that a
trip there takes less than a week from New York to
New Houston .
In any event the "Beagle " was to head
ri ght towards the center of the galaxy , in as long
j umps as prudent, to travel at leas t 500 light years before starTIng to explore, and to try and
es tablish if other intelligent races existed . Now
on with the actual trip.
I was asked to join the expedition as a
technical historian . My main job was to evaluate
any technical artifacts, radio Signals, or other
types of technical data found . In combination with
the anthropoligists and other personnel we were to
make on-the-spot decisions as to the wisdom of making
any contacts .
I left Oincinnati for the Lunar space base
three years ago, just after the Spring outing at
Devou Park . At the Space Base I met the rest of our
crew . In addition to the twelve-man operations crew,
there was a scientific group of twenty, mostly
s trangers to me . Captain John Nakruma was a typical
space ship skipper . I am sure his ancestors were
superb hunters and warriors, for he had a wonderful
combination of daring and the ability to make careful
plans . In addition to his experience in space,
s tarting as a junior lieutenant on the first ship to
Barnard's Star, he held a PhD. in Social Engineering
from Oxford. His counterpart on the scientific
staff , Prof . Niels Borge, had spent much of his profess ional life in the newly discovered planets,
search ing for signs of civilization . Dr. Juanita
Bolivar was the senior cultural anthropoligist . It
was her report on the hairy apes of this third planet
of Le1ande 21185 wh ich caused the U. N. to place a
protective ban on that planet. I am sure you remember
he r successful defense of that action before the
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U. N. Scientific Senate.
The "Beagle " it self was not much differfrom the other small exploratory ships of the s ~~
oervice. About three hl.Jnnrp. d feet in diameter
nearly spherical, she had plenty of room for o ~_
group . The interior was arranged in she~ls, w_our liv ing quarters in the next-but-one In fro ~ __
outer surface . Thi s meant that we had a lmost rearth gravity there, making our lit'e quite norw=:-The machinery and Ram driver were in the center .
while the surface layer was used for the nav iga7and piloting functions, as well as for the obs e_-~~
stations . Our lounge was located ther e , with a
large picture window giving us a fantastic v ie ~
space . That was where we assembled as we left
lunar orbit a month later.
The Ram Driver doesn't work near plane _masses, s o we moved away slowly under our elec ion drive for several hours. The view of the m
earth and the stars i s always breath-taking,
for one, never tire of it .
We ma de several short jumps to ge t awafrom the solar system, and then settled down t o routine for the next six months.
We made a jump every few days.
a jump the crew plotted our position and plann e~
next jump. The staff busied themselves with t t-_
instruments. My own task involved scanning the
entire electromagnetic spectrum looking for an
radio signals. At first I go t earth signal s al :
over the spectrum . These were useful for cali b_~
as they both changed in strength and in tupe a s
travel ed onward. At last they dwindled down t o
early 1 92 0's radio signals alone, and then disa---entirely.
About 150 light - years out, we passed c~-
enough to a star to identify an earth-like planeA drone was dispatched to explore. The planet
appeared to be similar to other earth-like one s
with perhaps more ocean and less land. On the a - hand , most of the land was in one large mass .
electromagnetic signal s were detected. We by - pa ~;
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it, and travelled on.
Our first surprise occur~ed sev~ral weeks
later
I began to pick up weak s lgnals In what
would · be the old TV band on earth. Although I could
not decipher them, they were obviously the work o~
a mechanical society. We attempted to locate thelr
source, and finally found it in a solar system ab out
sixty light-years away . As we approached, the
signals s topped abruptly .
Soon we saw ~he ~lanet
on our telescope; an earth-type globe clrclln 9 a
sun slightly larger than our own.
It JDoked llke.
all the rest blue- green with red, yellow and whlte
areas . As w~ approached, puzzled, many ideas ran
through our minds .
A drone, sent to investigate,
brought the sight closer. We established an. orbit
around it, and sent the drone closer . When It
reached the atmosphere, the whole story was told,
as the geiger counters began to cl ick.
Then we saw
the ruined cities, black pits like pox marks all
over the major land masses . A quick calculation
showed that no higher forms of life could now exist.
We shuddered when we realized that this was what
might have happened to earth if the peace talks of
1965 had not turned out so well.
We also had the answer to one of our~ es tions.
I ntelligent life had existed here, and could exist
elsewhere.
This was important enough to spend some
time here. We could not descend to the surface in
our launch, because of the radioactivity, but we
sent a special drone down to one of the least
phys ically damaged cities . The inhabitants had been
humanoid; more we could not tell.
It had been sheer
bad luck to have arrived here too late to observe
this civilization, and too early to go down to
explo re in person.
Our drone was too large to enter
buildings , so we had to be content with photographs
and measurements from the outdoors.
There had been
riots, apparently, after the short war, and even the
cities which had survived the bombing were ruined.
With re g ret we decided to resume our course .
The next few months might have been mono-

tonous, since our routine was as it had been before
we discovered the death world. However, all our

theorios needed rethinking in th e light o£ our
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discovery. In the so-called evening fre e perio'.
we went round and round the problem . It was n o"
obvious that we had to accept the existence of
other peoples . A race that builds cities, dis c
the atom bomb and then uses it to destroy hims e~
and all life on his planet must be accepted as ~
least nearly human!
Then Niels brought up a rather awful
theory. "Suppo se ", he said, "that the normal e .
of evolution is just what weEaw? Suppose that
development of intelligent life almost always ~
to distruction in this fashion . If that's the
then our search is re ally for a r a ce tha t is b
intelligent, and what's more important, smart
to stop before destroying every thing .
II

Almost before he finished Juanita had
interrupted. "Hold on there, Niels!" "Are yo-:..
saying that just because a race disco ve r s a wea
it will use it?"
"WE always had, " was Niels answer.
he went on, "I' ve always thought that we were lucky to thread our way through the last half
the twentieth century. We spent so much money
armaments, we nearly bankrupt most of the worl e
We bluffed, we started rev olutions, armed the
countries so they could fight like civilized
and came damn near to starting the big war a d times."
"No, I think you'll have to consider - theory. It may not be pretty, but it does e xp~ 
much of what we have observed."
The conversation went on.
hundred variations. I pointed out tha t all we
to go on was two facts, the fate of the death and our own survival . Others counter ed that t he~ ~
theories we re all we had to go on, so we must .
the be st we coul d with them. Finally we had
all poss ibilities.
Later that week, I picked up a series
Signals , quite weak ones. However, before I c
get a fix on their source, they stopped. A few
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jumps later, I picked up similar signals,.and again
could not get a fi x on them before they dlsappeared.
This happened a few more times before I rigged up
an automatic direction finder on the band where
the signal had come in.
When the next signal came in, I was able
to get a line of position on it. We headed for it.
Between the next two jumps, I picked up still another
signal. When I saw the direction this signal, I
couldn't help whistling in surprise. It should have
been either ahead of us, or possibly behind us,
but not ninety degrees from our course line! WE
shifted course a gain. No star appeared in this
direction, so we took a fairly long jump. Nothing
appeared.
Then still another signal, again off our
course. After two days of this, we held a full
staff meeting.
I defended the data I had received, and,
really, nobody doubted it. Since all transmissions
had been short and weak, we didn't feel that they
came from another death planet . At last Captain
Nakruma spoke. "It occurs to me that these signals
might come from other starships, transmitting between
jumps. That would explain the short transmissions
and the lack of anything where we might expect to
f ind the source." Then he turned to me : "Can you
detect any characteristic signal from a Ram drive
when a ship using it jumps?"
I hadn't thought of this, but said that
I ' d try to see. He offered the services of the
Engineering Officer, Henry Andrews, which I accepted.
Henry and I spent two weeks developing the
theory, and ten days making a detector. It worked,
and in a few hours we verified the Captain's theory.
Spac e was full of Ra m Drive signals. And whAn we
r ("") o c:L v ed ':":tlotl"l. e r J.: a.d:i..o
s:i..gnal, -th e line s of position
o f both sl gna~s matc~ed.
This discovery started a
whole new traln of dlScussion.
We now knew that there were other star
travellers, but we still had to locate them, or more
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probably be located by them. We held still ano- ~
staff meeting. Thi s time we had to decide wha
do. Although we had was t ed some time , we were ~
pretty much on course . The various signs of i n ~ =--_..
gent life seemed to be getting mor e frequen t a s
moved in towards the center of the galaxy . Ni e~=
thought that perhaps t he older stars nearer t h e
center might be the ones where most of t heposs· --civilizations would be located.
"Why don't we simply keep on going?
we make a point of stopping and chaSing every
we may never find anything worthwhile. Since
really don't know what we're after, we should h- in towards the center of the galaxy. If the S L~~.
get stronger, we will improve our chances. If
don't, we can explore here on the way home ."
After some discussion we all agreed an
headed on. Sure enough, each jump brought more
signals . One day I picked up unmistakable plane7signals on the r adio bands. Then more allover
band. We took a bearing and headed towards the
source. I attempted to decipher the Signals wi-little luck. Once I thought I had a TV-like s i~-.
but no matter what I did, I couldn't get a pic
Several days later, we located the souc
of the se signals, a planet around a sun much l· -~
our own. As we appraoched., we became more caut:
Our orders were the same as for all sur vey shi p~
"Don't meddle with developing beings." We esta an orbit around this~ ar , close enough to obse ~
the planet. The first thing we did was u look =
any sign of space travel. We found it. Severa:
large space s tations were orbiting around the p-,-~......!IIIt.
In addition , my Ram drive detector went off wi ~
such a strong response that I thought it had be ~
damaged. We had shut down as much equipment whi
might radiate detectable Signals, and were usin5
paAsive recejvers alone. I was still trying to
decipher the Signals from the planet itself. A:-a week ' s work, Henry AndrSlVs and I began to res a=-- both TV pictures and speech. Of course we coul ~
understand the spee ch, but the pictures showed a
humanoid race, generally like us, but with many
slight differences. Now the anthropologists and
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linguists could ge t to work.
They began to try to compare the pictures
they received with the speech pattern. Soon some
of the words began to make sense. In three months
of concentrated effort they reported that they could
understand at least two sepa.rate languages . One
seemed to be used allover the planet, on bands
used for commercial or official type messages as
well as for entertainment. We guesse d that this
particular language was used as Rnglish had become,
a de facto international languag e for travelers.
We also learned that they called their planet Prantoria,
and also had a planet-wide government.
It had become of great importance to determine if we could safely contact this race. Our
cultural anthropologist, Dr. Juanita Bolivar, made
her r ecommendations a t a full staff mee ting .
"I am pleased to be able to r ecommend that
we contact this planet," she said. "All the dat a
I have seen indicates that they hClve the prerequisites for a peaceful meeting. They have a planetwide government , no signs of recent warfare, interplanetary space travel, definite signs of the Ram
interstellar drive, and no signs oI violently
agressive emotions. However, " she added, "we should
let them discover us."
"'Why?" asked Captain Nakruma .

"So that they'll feel more in control of
the situation. So we will meet more as equals. How
do you think people in the 1960's would have felt
if some alien race landed a strange-looking ship at
Dulles Field, stepped out, planted a flag, and
announced that they had discovered America? I don't
think we're that stupid, but I do feel that it would
be more diplomatic if we let them discover us. Let's
jus t move in to a near-planet orbit and let them

contact us there."

.
th'18 8 trategy , and later
We all a~reed wlth
t
'
~
d the blue- green plane .
that day s t arted In to~ard8.
nearlY-Qircular
orbit
Af t ,,;'"':.- t"W' o d .n.yp., we arrl ve
l.n a
.
d
a round it. ' While we were appro.<J.cn ing, I monl. tore
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as many channels as poss ibl e to see if we ~ad ~e
discovered. As we reached our planned orblt ,
heard, on their own radio, the news that we hat
spotted. In a matter of hours we co~ld see o ~
on the Prantorian TV. They were obvlously exc but not hysterical . We gathered that they wo u~ =
send a ship up to inspect us. Surprisingly , t~=
did not appear to try and contact us by radio.
waited for their next move .
Within five hours a small space ship
appeared on our radar. It moved slowly towards
and about an hour later was within a mile of us .
It was not as strange looking as I had expectec.
If you remember our early Apollo command modul E:
you 'll have a pretty good idea of what it looke
like, although of course it was much l a~r . Tt one of' our radio monitors picked up a strong t ---""-mission from them. One of our linguists took
and for the first time a. human talked with ano
intelligent being .
The first conversation was quite
In retrospect, we shaid have been alerted by t h~
The Prantorian asked us if we needed help, and we had come from. When we told him we were an - ploring expedition from farther out in th e gal~
he nodded and welcomed us. He did not invite ~
land, but did say t hat he would like to exchang=
data on both our breathing reauirements and on
biological makeup. He also wanted our biologisto talk directly with his counterpart to estab -if any quarantine procedures would be necessar •
He also complimented us on our fluency with hi s
language. After setting up half a dozen paral :
voice and TV channels, we settled down t o a fas -'
a ting period of cultura l interchange .

=

Three days later, both groups of bioI
and doctors announced that a face -t o- face meet ~
was now possible, as long as only a raw from e a ":
side were present, and if an isolat ed section 0=
the ship could be used. Several observati on ca-on our ship were readied, and soon two of their -.~~.
jetted over in white space suits . The meeting
televised to both ships , and to Prantori a . It ~~
ve r y cordial, but again we should have r ealized -
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something was being held back. The pran~or~an~
again did not ask us to land, but they dld lnvlte
us to their moon base. We accep ted, and were soon
in orbit about their satellite . It turned out that
they were as civilized as wehad hoped. Their planet
had enjoyed ov er fi ve centuries of peace, and
although they knew what war was , it wa s only something out of the history books to them. They never
mentioned the Ram drive, although we had recorded
one b i g signal so on after our first meeting. They
se emed to be wa iting for something to happen, and
finally Niels Borge asked hi s counterpart, Vishta,
abou t this. Vishta smiled, and said that indeed
they were waiting for something, and that we would
be pleasantly s urpri sed , but tha t h e was honor bound
not to tell u s more . He suggested that we continue
to trade data, and, of course, we were quite willing .
Their moon base was exceedingly elaborate,
as we found after both sets of b iologists had given
us a clean bill of health. Actually , we weren't too
surprised that they too had discovered the basic
antiviral and antibacterial techniques which have
eliminated most disease from the human race. Since
this t echnique confers general immunity , it wasn't
too much to exp ect that it would protect against
f oreign organisms.
Th e most surprising thing ab out their
moon base was the elaborate suites of r ooms wh ich
c ould be set up for different atmospher es and temp eratures. It occurred to me t hat t heymust have
i nterstellar visitors fairly frequently , and ones
n ot as similar to themselves as we were. One suite,
a r a ther large one, had large signs warning of an
a mmonia atmosphere .
That evening, the Ram signal det ec tor went
off again, and in a few minut es Vishta arrived . Hi s
message was brie f and friendly , but r a ther cryptic.
"Tomorrow , I have a dist i nguished guest who
wishes to meet you . Can we set a time?"
We agreed , and spent a puzzle d ni g ht. Nex t
returned with another being .
I say being ,
he was neither Prantorian nor human. He

V ~ shta
beedu~e

day.
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was about eight feet tall, much thinner than a
human, with an almost purple face .
Visht a announced :
" Captain Nakruma, ___
Borge, I have the honor to present Terro, Amb ac:
Extra- ordinary of t he Galactic Confederacy." - he stepped back, leaving Ambassador Terro fac" rus .
The surprise on Captain Nakruma's and
Dr . Borge ' s faces was obvious .
The Ambassador
spoke at once .
" I am very pleased to meet y o~
and to welcome you and your planet into the C ~
federacy of the Galaxy. We r epresent all the ~
:--~
star tra velling races, and you have just qual ~ :~
for membership by your act of sending out a p ~
ex ploratory expedition.
I will be glad to e xp- everything I can to you ."
Now Dr . Borge was really stunned .
I don ' t know what to say _ Do you really mean
there are many star travelling races in our
And that they are all peaceful? "
"Yes and. no," answered Te r ro .
" There
over five thousand races which have discov e re d
travel. Less than a hundred have not been cap~~
of renouncing force . They have been quaranti crather effectively .
The res t form a loose gal ~_
government . You will be formally invited to "
and expected to lend your suppo rt to the centr~
gove r nment . Actually , most of the rest of the
members are locatedmuch near e r the galactic c e_than you a r e , so you will become a local admin :
center in the future ."
"Does that mean we will not
colonize as freely as we have been? "
Nakruma.
"No , uninhabited planets without deve:" .:
races are open for colonization .
If a dispute
we have a judicial system which has jurisdicti
wh i ch cah enforce i ts decisions if necessary .
you will have a great number of possible plane
colonize, since there are very few intelli g ent
as far away from the galactic center as you are.
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I asked Terro about the death planet we had
found . He nodded and said in what seemed like a
sad voice : "rhat happens quite frequently. Less
than a quarter of thp. intelligent races make it
past that phase . Earlier, some of o~r charter members tried to guide some of these races before they
exploded , but we haven 't been able to do so successfully . If they find out who is gUiding them, they
lose the ir ovm dr ive and confidence , and we haven't
been able to exert enough leverage to perform social
engineering w:L thout their awareness ."
We spent th e next six months in consultation
with Terro and the Prantorians. When we left for
home, Terro came with us.
The trip back was rapid
and uneventful, although made more interesting by
Terro's presence.
You have all followed the events which led
to our formal joining to the Confederacy. Wnen the
first ship from Terro's own world arrived , we had
a chance to learn what membership in such a group
could mean to Earth.
The sight of non-human s hips is now common
at our moon base, and non-humans are seen in New York
and London frequently. I hope to be able to bring
a guest from Prantoria here within the next few years
so you will all realize just how small this universe
really is. Our horizons are opening up in the
same fashion as a fiftee nth century Europeans mu s t
have been .
In closing, I am reminded of a quotat ion
from Konstantin Tsiolkovsky, an early twentieth
c entu.ry Russian space prophet: (quote) "The earth
i s the cradle o.f humanity , but mank ind will not
s tay in th e cradle forever ." (Unquote)
We have now really left the cradle, and have
a glimpse of the larger universe. I hope we never
lose the wonder and excitement o.f it.
Charles S . Robertson, Jr.

